Low oxygen concentrations impair tissue development in tissue-engineered cardiovascular constructs.
Cardiovascular tissue engineering has shown considerable progress, but in vitro tissue conditioning to stimulate the development of a functional extracellular matrix still needs improvement. We investigated the environmental factor oxygen concentration for its potential to increase the amount of collagen and collagen cross-links, and therefore improve tissue quality. Cardiovascular tissue engineered (TE) constructs, made of rapidly degrading PGA/P4HB scaffold seeded with human vascular-derived cells, were cultured at 7%, 4%, 2%, 0.5% O(2) for 4 weeks and compared to control cultures at 21% O(2). Tissue properties were evaluated by measuring the extracellular matrix production and mechanical behavior. The culture environment was monitored closely and the oxygen gradient throughout the constructs was simulated with a theoretical model. TE constructs cultured at 21%, 7% and 4% O(2) showed dense and homogeneous tissue formation with comparable strength, stiffness, collagen and collagen cross-link content. At 2% O(2), collagen content and stiffness decreased, whereas at 0.5% O(2), hardly any tissue was formed. Overall, tissue properties deteriorated at the lowest oxygen concentrations, opposing our hypothesis that was based on previous culture at low oxygen concentrations. Further research will focus on establishing the balance between applied oxygen conditions (concentration and exposure time) and optimal tissue outcome.